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1. Question: Will there be more bat activity near turbulent water or still water?
      Hypothesis: More bat activity would found near fast flowing water.
2. Question: Is there more bat activity with no canopy cover vs. canopy cover?          

Hypothesis: There will be more bat activity in a area with less canopy cover.
3. Question: Will there be more bat activity in an urban area with artificial light as              
    opposed to a wild area with no artificial light?
    Hypothesis: If there is an artificial light source, then there will be more bat activity. 
4. Question: How does bat activity vary throughout the night?

Hypothesis: Bat activity would stay at a constant level throughout the night.
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Bats (Chiroptera) are nocturnal mammals that play a significant role in their ecosystems. 
Despite being nocturnal, bats use a high frequency system, called echolocation, to “see” in the 
dark, much like sonar. Throughout their flight, they release ultrasonic calls that bounce off of the 
objects around them. Based on how long it takes the sound wave to return, bats can determine 
the distance, size, and even shape of an object. Furthermore, each bat species releases calls at a 
different frequency which can be utilized to differentiate between different species.1 
Researching these animals is important because they play a vital
 role in our ecosystem. Bats control some insect populations, such 
as mosquitos, by feeding on them. They also aid in the success of 
plant reproduction by facilitating seed dispersal.2 In our research, 
we used both active and passive monitoring to study bat activity 
and diversity of the 5 native bat species in the Bronx Zoo. These 
species include the Eastern Red bat (Lasiurus borealis),Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Hoary 
Bat (Lasiurus cinereus), Silver Haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans), and the Tri-Colored Bat 
(Perimyotis subflavus).3 As a goal, we strived to determine the effects of urbanization on bats as 
quantified by artificial light. We also attempted to determine which environmental factors are 
favored by bats by examining the different effects plant diversity, rate of water flow, and canopy 
cover have on bat activity and diversity.

Water Activity
Overall, the data demonstrates that more calls were detected at Asia gate, a site with a 
permanent pool, rather than at Twin Dams, a site with turbulent water, excluding, some 
inconsistencies such as the tri-colored bat and the big brown, which were more active at 
Twin Dams. Moreover, this data does not support the hypothesis since bats typically 
prefer areas with calm water. This is because choppy water produces high acoustic 
sounds that interfere with the sonar calls the bats release.4 Looking to the future, this 
data could provide insights into whether creating dams and man-made waterfalls are 
more harmful or beneficial to the environment.
 
Canopy Cover
The data shows that at the the southern boulevard site, an area with 96% canopy cover, 
there was a dramatic decrease in bat activity, as opposed to the porcelain berry site, a 
site with 0% canopy cover. These findings support the 
Canopy Permeability Hypothesis that dictates that bat 
activity increases as canopy cover decreases.5 Furthermore, 
since bats mainly use echolocation to hunt for food as 
well to guide them, dense canopy makes it more 
challenging to find their prey. This study can be a 
stepping stone to determine the effect of large 
metropolitan areas on bat species.   
 
Bat activity at artificial light
Since some insects, which bats feed on, are attracted to light, we hypothesized that the 
tree bats in NYC would actively hunt near artificial light sources. We saw more bat 
activity in the Congo Jungle, where there was no light source, as opposed to the DL, an 
area filled with lamp posts. Furthermore, this data does not support the hypothesis 
because, dark areas have been found to be more important for bat diversity in urban 
areas.6 This discovery sheds some light on the negative effect of urbanization on some 
bat species.
 
Nighty Activity:
We expected that all five bat species’ activity would stay at a constant level throughout 
the night. However, the data shows that around 8PM to 9PM, the activity levels spike 
and then decrease until about 1 AM where they begin to increase again until 4AM. As a 
result, this data does not support the hypothesis. Research suggests that night time bat 
activity fluctuates due to the changing nightly.  For example, it is concentrated right 
after sunset before the nightly temperature decreases to its minimum temperature where 
activity decreases.6
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Figure 6 shows the activity levels of 5 different bat species in the porcelain berry site 
with no canopy coverage as opposed to the southern blvd site with a dense canopy

    Figure 7 displays bat activity at the Congo Jungle site where there was no 
light source opposed to the DL where there was a light source. 

     Figure 5 shows the difference in bat calls collected at Asia 
                    Gate (still water) vs. at the Twin Dams (turbulent water). 

  Figure 8 displays the number of bat calls, from 5 different species, 
throughout the night at the Congo Site.

➢ Passive Bat Activity Monitoring:

➢ Vegetation Survey:
We setup a 5 meter radius around each recording unit using a transect tape. We then 
identified and quantified the different tree species found within these radii. 

➢ Bat Call Analysis:

➢ Distance Measurements:

 
     Figure 9 displays the percent composition of the overall bat activity 
                    among all the sites.

We set up a recording unit attached to a microphone at each of our 6 
different sites in the Bronx Zoo that record ultrasonic sounds.  For a 2-3 
week period, the units recorded nightly bat activity beginning at civil 
twilight and ending at sunrise.

Figure 2 shows a recording 
unit that captures ultrasonic 
sound.

We analyzed the raw data using a software called 
Kaleidoscope which identified each bat call to the 
species level, while filtering out ambient noise. It also 
quantified the number of pulses produced and at 
which hour it picked up the call. Figure 3 shows the wave function of one of the bat calls after 

running it through Kaleidoscope.

We used transects to measure the distance from the unit to the water, 
nearest pathway and  ground. We used Google Earth to measure distances 
that were too great for the transects.

➢ Tree Canopy Cover: 
We used a densiometer in order to calculate how much tree 
coverage was above each of the units. 

➢ Active Monitoring:
At sunset, we drove around the Bronx Zoo using portable 
recording units that picked up on high frequency sound that 
connected to cell phones. We were then able to visually observe 
the bats. Although no data was recorded, it was interesting to see 
the difference between active and passive monitoring.   

Figure 4 shows the portable 
recording unit used during the 
active survey.

Figure 1 displays a Hoary bat, one of the five 
native bat species in the Bronx.7

Figure 10 displays the porcelain berry site.

Lasionycteris noctivagans
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